
2 NEW POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE AT SOLUTIONS 
4 CARE!

Offer Expiry Date 

31/05/2022

Can only be used at 

Solutions 4 Care Ltd

Office H, The Limes Business Centre, 5 

Birmingham Road, Walsall 

WS1 2LT. 

Tel: 01922 270600

 

Description/Terms and Conditions
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Solutions 4 Care Limited are hiring! The 2 new roles require caring individuals who are passionate about helping others and 

providing a high quality of care to their service users. 

Night Care & Support Worker - This role will include waking night shifts & sleep-in night shift duties, predominantly 10:00pm-

07:00am. However, times can vary based on clients need. 

RETAINED Stand-by Care & Support Workers - This is an exciting new role which requires the person to drive & have full access 

to a motor vehicle. This is a time specific post with a shift pattern of 06:30am-2:45pm & 2:45pm-11:00pm each day (times can 

slightly vary depending on client and service need) and the worker can be expected to work any hours within this time frame of 

their allocated shift. There are the two shifts per day or we would consider a long day shift pattern. It is a post where a financial 

lump sum is paid regardless of having to work or not however when cover is required and the worker will receive their normal 

hourly rate of pay for any work after their first hour of work is completed.

Both roles have excellent rates of pay (enhanced at weekends & on bank holidays).

To find out more information, contact now: 01922 270600The Limes Business Centre, 5 Birmingham Road, Walsall, WS1 2LT

This voucher has no cash alternative and is not transferable. It cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. Photocopies will not be 

accepted. Rights are reserved to refuse custom and withdraw this offer at any time.


